NOTES:

1. TEMP BF/RP MUST BE CERTIFIED BY A CITY APPROVED TESTER

2. ALL BACTERIA SAMPLES MUST BE TAKEN BY A LAB CERTIFIED BY THE CITY OF MADERA

3. BACTERIA TEST SITES SHALL BE NO MORE THAN 350 FEET APART

4. BF/RP, BLOW-OFF AND TEST PLATES ARE TO BE REMOVED ONLY AFTER FIRST BACTERIA TEST HAS PASSED. IF A TEST FAILS AT ONE TEST SITE, ALL SITES MUST BE RE-TESTED

5. BLOW OFF SYSTEM AND TURN OFF ALL LINE VALVES TO NEW WATER MAIN FOR 24 HOURS AND CONDUCT A SECOND SET OF BACTERIA TESTS. IF A TEST FAILS AT ONE TEST SITE, ALL SITES MUST BE RE-TESTED

6. TURN ON ALL LINE VALVES ONLY AFTER SECOND SET OF BACTERIA TESTS HAVE PASSED

7. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND REQUIREMENTS SEE WRITTEN SPECIFICATIONS 22–9, “TESTING AND STERILIZATION”